
I have often wondered what William
Wilberforce was really like as a person.
Religion was his driving force and to
discover something of his early reli-
gious thought might make it easier to
know him as a person. We think of him
as a devout and rather “earnest”
Christian and I have wondered just
how attractive he actually was. Of the
many biographies that have been writ-
ten, he comes down to us as someone
who is serious. worthy. and exception-
ally pious. This is the fault perhaps of
his sons who wrote five volumes
describing some of the things they
thought should be known. They seem
to have omitted those more interesting.
He can seem to us as a dull man very
religious and a bit of a prig. Yet others
have said that he was one of the most
amusing people of his generation.
What happened to make this young
man who as he speaks of himself to his
sons “the ,grandson to one of the prin-
cipal inhabitants (of Hull). I was every-
where invited and caressed: my voice
and love of music made me even more
acceptable” be remembered as serious
and self-reproachful? What was it that
changed him from a carefree young
man into the man we remember as the
leader of the campaign to abolish the
Slave Trade and later to abolish slaver
itself?

To understand how he changed we
have to begin with his upbringing and
the early influences of his family.
William was born in the red brick
Jacobean mansion house in High Street
Hull, which is now a museum in a town
very different from today. Kingston
upon Hull was an important trading
port possibly only second to London
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which had made its fortune from a
considerable trade with the Baltic and
Scandinavia. The Wilberforces were
prosperous and one of the important
merchant families of the town. Not
only were they merchants the
Wilberforces moved into banking to
protect their business: the beginnings
of what is now the National
Westminster Bank began in the front
room of the house in the High Street as
Smith and Wilberforce. His cousin
Able Smith (later the family took the
title of Lord Carrington) during
William’s minority continued the fam-
ily business. William was later to say
that he thanked providence that his for-
tune was preserved from any connec-
tion with the slave trade. William con-
stantly looked back and saw the hand
of Providence in the decisions that
either others made on his behalf or that
he made himself.

Robert Wilberforce died when his son
William was only nine. His mother
sent him to his uncle also William who
had a house both in Wimbledon then a
small village and a house in St James’
Place in London. His aunt was an
admirer of the well-known “enthusias-
tic” preacher George Whitefield and it
was as a schoolboy in Wimbledon that
he came under the influence of the
Methodists. His uncle had married a
Miss Thornton a half sister of the
Evangelical preacher John Thornton
and William joined his uncle and aunt
when they went to Chapel. Methodism
was not socially acceptable by many in
the Established Church and considered
as being too “religious” and “fanati-
cal”. His mother took fright at the
boy’s seriousness and his grandfather

who held the family fortune remarked
“If Billy becomes Methodist he shall
not get sixpence of mine” Today it is
difficult for us to understand how
Methodism was looked at by members
of the Church of England. Therefore he
had no option and he returned to Hull
at the tender age of 12. He felt the part-
ing keenly. He continued to write to his
uncle and aunt with a marked precious-
ness and earnestness but soon he was
attracted by all that Hull had to offer.
He admits that to begin with he found
it distressing not being able to go to the
preaching at the high Church (which in
fact was anything but that) but his
mother though a good and pious person
wanted him brought up within the
Established Church. The result was
that though he never actually became a
Methodist he found low Church-man-
ship very attractive together with a per-
sonal faith in his Saviour Jesus Christ.
When he was 37, he says of himself
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that had he remained with his uncle in
Wimbledon he would have become “a
bigoted despised Methodist” and may
not have met those people who influ-
enced him deeply and led him to the
cause of the abolition of Slavery.
“How eventful my life has been, and
how visibly I can trace the hand of
God leading me by ways I knew not! I
think I have never before remarked
that my mother’s taking me from my
uncle’s when about twelve or thirteen
and then completely a methodist has
probably been the means of my being
connected with political men and
becoming useful in life”. William
entered St John’s College at
Cambridge as a wealthy, charming and
fascinating young man. He made
friends with a hard drinking set and
did little work. There was always a
huge Yorkshire pie in his room to
entertain his friends. It was at
Cambridge that he first met his life
long friend and political ally William
Pitt. Possibly it was Pitt who influ-
enced him to take up politics but it was
not a serious decision, just something
that he drifted into. He remained that
time “by far the most agreeable and
popular man among the undergradu-
ates of Cambridge”. His popularity
among the voters of his native Hull
was such that with his charm and for-
tune behind him he was elected as
Member for Hull.

To begin with, he just followed his
friend William Pitt in all his argu-
ments; he continued his easy life and
entertained widely. After a hard
fought contest, he was elected one of
the two Members for Yorkshire, a
position of immense prestige. He was
certain of a brilliant career, the friend
of the Prime Minister and the lover of
entertainment.

However, something as innocent as a
holiday changed all that. William and
his family travelled in two carriages: a
friend Isaac Milner who had taught
him as a schoolboy, was in one car-
riage and his mother and sister and two
cousins in the other. It was during this
journey to Nice that William picked up
Dodderidge’s Rise and Progress of
Religion. The two discussed it as they
travelled and William resolved that he
might one day even read the
Scriptures. On their return journey,
they read the New Testament in Greek
and slowly the seed was planted. On
his return to England he says, “It was
not so much the fear of punishment by

William then joined a group of seri-
ous minded people known as the
“Evangelicals”. Their creed was that
of the Church of England but of a
more extreme nature. Many of the
parishes of England had absent cler-
gymen and as William remarked,
“There is no opinion as fatal as that
which is commonly received in these
liberal days that a person is in safe
state with respect to a future world.
If he acts tolerably up to his knowl-
edge and convictions, though he may
not have taken much pains about
acquiring this knowledge or fixing
these convictions”. He later expand-
ed this view in his most celebrated
and widely read book, “A Practical
View of the Prevailing Religious
System of Professed Christians of
the Upper and Middle classes con-
trasted with real Christianity” — an
extraordinary title and one which we
may laugh at today but he knew
exactly the people he wished to write
to. Originally, his publishers thought
500 copies might be sufficient. It
sold out within days and within six
months, five editions and 7,500
copies had sold. It was translated
into many languages and is still pub-
lished both here and the USA. It
needs to be said that his is not an
easy book to read but one of his
themes is that Christianity is not a
system that is held by society but
one that is a Faith held by individu-
als. He was not alone in thinking this
way. The group that formed them-
selves were dubbed the “Clapham
Sect” though they themselves would
continue to call themselves
Evangelical members of the Church
of England. They were comprised of
laymen and had considerable influ-
ence. “The Pope” claimed Sydney
Smith “had no such power over the
minds of the Irish as Mr. Wilberforce
has over the mind of a young
Methodist”. The Evangelicals had “a
passion for education and produced a
truly remarkable crop of children.
W.E.Gladstone, Lord Macaulay,
Cardinals Manning and Newman,
Robert Isaac, Samuel and Henry
Wilberforce (William’s sons), Sir
James and Sir George Stephen. the
Bronte sisters and the Grant brothers
all shared an Evangelical upbring-
ing, but none remained Evangelical
and all felt a revulsion to
Evangelicalism.” (Robin Furneaux,
1974) To be continued
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which I was affected, as a sense of my
great sinfulness in having so long
neglected the unspeakable mercies of
my Saviour. And such was the effect
which this thought produced that for
many months I was in a state of the
deepest depression from strong convic-
tions of guilt. Indeed nothing which I
have ever read in the accounts of others
exceeded what then I felt.”

He then embarked on a serious study of
the bible and attended Church fre-
quently. “I must awake to my danger-
ous state, and never be at rest till I have
made my peace with God. My heart is
so hard, my blindness so great, that I
cannot get a due hatred of sin, though I
see that I am corrupt and blinded to the
perception of spiritual things”.

On December 2nd 1785, he wrote to
John Newton asking if he could call.
His life was to change forever.
Newton was a former slaver who had
been badly treated himself in Sierra
Leone. His experiences were such that
though he believed in God he still
remained a slaver and plied what
became known as the Middle Passage.
He would say his prayers and then
lash the slaves and the crew. He left
the trade because of ill health and was
ordained into the Church of England
though he was tainted with Calvinism.
His remaining fame comes down to us
in the hymn “Amazing Grace how
sweet the sound...”. But he does not
come to us as an attractive person.
However, it was to Newton that
William went for help. Newton per-
suaded him to continue in public life,
and for that, we should be grateful.

In an extract in his diary for 1787,
William wrote these words which
were to shape his life and his work:
“Almighty God has set before me two
great objects: the suppression of the
slave trade and the reformation of
manners”.

We know about the first and it is this that
we are commemorating in 2007, but the
latter also had its effect. George Thomas,
then Speaker of the house of Commons,
remarked in his sermon in Westminster
abbey commemorating the 150th
anniversary of the Abolition of Slavery
in 1833 (not the Slave Trade which was
achieved in 1807) the fact that a Member
can be evicted from the chamber for con-
duct outside the House. That a certain
standard is expected from Members of
Parliament began with William’s moral
views for all those in public life.
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Why are there more Roman Catholics
in the world than faithful of any other
Christian denomination? The number
of RCs is well over a billion, while that
of Eastern Orthodox accounts for less
than three quarters and of all
Protestants for less than a quarter of a
billion. It would surely be naive to
think that. in Europe for instance, the
Irish or the Poles, who rightly claim
huge RC majorities, were better in
accepting the message of Jesus.
Individual Irish and individual Poles
choose to be Catholic simply because
their parents and teachers are
Catholics, and do not go into deep,
substantial examination to assure that
what they have been taught is the true
Christian religion. Most inhabitants of
Central and South America are
Catholic because their countries had
once been conquered by Catholic
Spaniard and Portuguese. It is the
human masses that determine the reli-
gious character of their countries with-
out being too deeply involved in the
tenets of their religion. Similar cir-
cumstances apply in other countries of
the world, for instance in the
Philippines.

Thus, mere numbers account for little
in the essence and authority of their
Catholic beliefs. The same, of course,
applies to the religious content of other
Christian Churches. They all claim to
find their inspiration in the Scriptures,
supplemented, not only in the case of
the Roman Church, by their inherited
tradition.

The historic tenacity of the resulting
church organisations is quite astound-
ing. This is so because unlike in the
secular arena, in politics etc. the intel-
lectual shape of religion depends on
the interpretation of distant historical
sources, on Scripture and the historical
figure of Jesus the Christ. The same
historical factors as those which have
shaped the numerical power of the
Roman Catholic Church have also
made the judicial power of the doc-
trine which it proclaims more power-
ful and demanding. In order to under-
stand more fully the Catholic Church
of the present time it is worth going in
some detail into its historical back-
ground.

were so considered by their underlings,
as successors of the Roman emperors.

Jesus of Nazareth had nothing in com-
mon with Rome, except that He con-
sented to be crucified by a Roman
procurator. He was certainly not a
Roman Catholic, not even the founder
of the Roman Catholic Church. He was
born a Jew, and in His human nature he
remained a Jew until His death on the
cross. He believed in the authority of
the Hebrew Scriptures and acknowl-
edged the priesthood and authority of
the rulers of the Temple and syna-
gogues. However, he was critical of the
legalistic way these authorities were
exercised. Love of God, whom He
called His Father and love of men,
were for Him something greater than
the Law. His love was not limited to
the Jewish people, but was applied to
the allegedly heretical Samaritans and
to Pagans. He gladly healed the daugh-
ter of the Syro-phoenician woman and
the sick underling of the Roman centu-
rion.

There is a striking analogy between the
exclusiveness and formalism of Jewish
religious law as described in the
Gospels on the one hand, and the
exclusiveness and legalistic spirit of
the historical Roman Catholic Church.
This analogy is singularly and surpris-
ingly ignored. A certain degree of this
kind of rigidity does seem to exist also
in other Christian denominations, but
no other Christian Church can claim
such a detailed legalistic structure as
Catholic Canon Law. Admittedly, any
social structure, and therefore also
every Church, does need a more or less
explicit legal constitution, but the
Gospels as a whole contain an exten-
sive warning against human law oust-
ing divine love. In both Mark and
Luke, in both cases in Chapter 9, we
have the story of the young apostle
John telling the Lord that he had for-
bidden a stranger throwing out evil
spirits in the name of the Lord,
"because he is not one of us". But the
Lord rebukes John for preventing a
stranger to do good things.

Curiously, I never heard this passage
being read in church or referred to in a
sermon. It was Hans Kung to whom I

Throughout the first three centuries
the Church was a network of
self¬governing local communities
held together by a strong, but not
institutionalised sense of shared belief
and sacramental unity. Rome was just
one such community, alongside
Antioch, Alexandria and particularly
Jerusalem. The whole New Testament,
including the Gospels, was written in
Greek and shared by all the churches,
and the first five ecumenical councils
were held in Greek cities, beginning
with Nicea in 325.

The beginning of the 4th century was a
crucial time for the whole Church, par-
ticularly for Rome. A severe persecu-
tion under the emperor Decius sudden-
ly came to an end, and his successor,
Constantine, made Christianity the
official religion of the state. The
Church became very powerful, but by
the same fact it also became strongly
politicised. The situation continued
when the emperor moved the capital to
the new city of Constantinople. By the
middle of the century bishops of
Rome, hence called Popes, became
effective rulers of the Western part of
the empire, and this situation contin-
ued after the fall of the Western empire
at the beginning of the 5th century. In
italy itself the popes created their own
private state, which survived well over
a thousand years, until the rise of the
modern Italian state. This put an end to
the popes' secular rule in 1870. The
popes became "prisoners of the
Vatican". In 1929 Mussolini, the fas-
cist dictator of Italy, allowed the re-
creation of a greatly reduced Vatican
state and this is the situation which
persists to this day. It is significant that
throughout this muddle of historical
fortune the Bishops of Rome stuck to
the monarchical fashion of royal first
names, followed by their successive
numbers in Latin numerals. So, if at
the beginning of the last century we
had a Leo XIII and Pius X, at the
beginning of the current one we have
John Paul 11 and Benedict XVI. This
is a custom completely alien to the
spirit of Jesus, but is instead in line
with accounting for the historical suc-
cession of kings and queens. It reveals
that popes considered themselves, and

CATHOLIC OR CHRISTIAN?
Antoni Pospieszalski
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owe noticing it. Is that because my
Church considered it somewhat
embarrassing to its authority?

The turn between the first two millen-
nia was a very dramatic time in the
history of world Christianity. Until
then relations between East and West
were often tense, due to cultural differ-
ences between speakers of the two lan-
guages. Yet they survived the break up
of the empire between Rome and
Constantinople and the unity of the
Christian Church West and East was
not greatly affected. The dramatic
break which occurred in 1054 and is
virtually lasting to the present day was
due to the rising ambitions of the papa-
cy, which based its claims on the fact
that St. Peter suffered a martyr's death
and was buried in Rome. Actually the
NT notes only the death of Paul in the
persecution in Nero's time, but there is
no doubt that the grave of Peter
became the centre of pious devotions.

The fact that Peter died in Rome was
successfully exploited to foster the
ambitions of Western Christianity to
the detriment of its Eastern part. It
adopted for itself the designation
"Catholic" (always spelt with a capital
C), meaning Universal, i.e. covering
the whole world. It adopted the words
of the Lord in Matthew 16, "thou art
Peter (the Rock) on which I will build
my church" as the scriptural justifica-
tion of its claims, usually omitting the
terrifying few following verses where
the Lord tells Peter, "Go away from
me, Satan". This sharp reaction was a
rebuttal of Peter's pious protest against
the death He was to suffer.

The East does not accept this Petrine
claim as granting the Roman Catholic
Church an exclusive worldwide
Christ-like validity, and counters it by
calling its own Church in linguistical-
ly Greek terms Ortho-dox, i.e. Right
Thinking. (Incidentally, let us notice
that the term "Catholic" is also of lin-
guistically Greek provenance.). The
rest of the Christian world refers to
itself in a rather loose way as
Protestant, i.e. protesting against the
over-confident orthodoxy, particularly
that of the Roman Church.

The foregoing concise survey of mutu-
al relations between different Christian
denominations lead to the conclusion
that these relations exist on two levels.
One is what I would call the spiritual
level, the level of prayer, meditation
and, by no means less important, read-

centrate all their efforts on the first, the
spiritual level. In my opinion one saint
of this kind was the famous Swedish
politician, Dag Hammerskjold, first
Swedish foreign minister and then,
until his tragic death in tropical Africa,
Secretary of the United Nations. Only
after his death friends discovered his
spiritual diary, in which he noted his
intimate prayers and conversations
with God. They were subsequently
translated into English by the poet
W.H. Auden and published under the
title "Markings”.

No pope or theologian has ever been
told what is and what is not part of rev-
elation. It is the human mind and heart
which tell us what we can and should
accept and what we should not. There
is no need for all Christians to accept
the same things, but the things being
there leaves him the freedom of accept-
ing or rejecting. The overriding moral
obligation is mutual tolerance. Even if
a certain view appears to you heretical,
you should still continue to love the
heretic. It is at this point that the level
of theological technicalities, the sec-
ond level, must give way to the first,
the spiritual level of sheer love and
confidence in God.

ings of Scripture, particularly the four
Gospels. The other level is the level of
doctrinal and organisational detail, a
complex that could be conveniently
called the level of theological techni-
calities. It is the latter that determine
the shape of separate denominations.
As I indicated earlier, the latter are by
no means unimportant, indeed they are
an unavoidable element of religious
life, particularly its social ingredient.
They are formal rules, commands, a
code of organisational obligations and
privileges.

There is no doubt which of the two
levels is the more important. In fact, it
is quite possible, as I may be able to
show later, for the first one to exist
without the second. The first is the
essence and the core of religious life. It
is what is usually called Faith, a lov-
ing, intimate, trustful belief in God.

The absolute priority of Faith in this
sense is an indispensable condition of
any progress in the fashionable cause
of Christian unity. But so is respect for
what I called the theological technical-
ities of the various Christian denomi-
nations. Any progress in negotiations
aiming at achieving unity between
denominations — such as the long
drawn out ARCIC talks (Anglican-
Roman Catholic International
Commission) can achieve only a stilt-
ed agreement on some detailed theo-
logical technicalities without really
affecting mutual relations in practice.
As I write now (middle of June 2006),
an outcry is going on about Cardinal
Kasper's protest against Anglicans (in
America Episcopalians), for allowing
women bishops. The similar outcry of
14 years ago about women priests is
apparently forgotten. (Such outcries
and negotiations lead nowhere.)

Apart from leading nowhere, any par-
tial agreements reached by negotia-
tions give rise to ethical objections. A
detailed theological technicality that is
given away in a negotiation had obvi-
ously been a treasured ingredient of
the doctrinal position of one or more
of the negotiating partners, otherwise
it would not have been there.
Generally speaking, entire doctrinal
content of all the various Christian
denominations, far from being an
embarrassment which theological
negotiations seek to reduce, is instead
a sign of richness of Christian thought.

There are holy people who have no
need of organised church life and con-

"For each and every individ-
ual of whatever class, colour
or creed, to be given the
opportunity of changing the
face of the earth is a great
opportunity indeed, and we
might say that it has never
happened before. To ignore
or miss the opportunity
would be the greatest treason
against the human race ever
contemplated."

John Foster, from his
An Awakening to Awareness

of Our Humanity
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The revelation last year (March 9) that
since 1962 more than 100 Roman
Catholic priests in Dublin archdiocese
have faced paedophile accusations,
follows the previous autumn’s Irish
government report on child sex abuse
by priests in the small, rural diocese of
Ferns. This was another searing
reminder to Catholics that outside mat-
ters of Faith and Morals the words and
actions of their Church leaders may be
respected but should not, without
question, be approved.  More, it once
again drew attention to the law oblig-
ing Latin rite priests to be celibate,
despite therapists experienced in deal-
ing with clerical sex abusers being
unanimous that mandatory celibacy
contributed to the priests’ problem.
Psychiatrists in the United States and
elsewhere had been telling bishops
that for years.Yet the law stands.

Two sentences in Pope Paul VI’s
encyclical Sacerdotalis Celibatus —
the modern locus classicus on the sub-
ject — put in a nutshell, this highly
contentious, seemingly endless debate.
“Virginity undoubtedly,” the pope
writes (paragraph 17), “as the Second
Vatican Council declared, is not, of
course, required by the nature of the
priesthood itself.” Then, in paragraph
36: “More than anyone else the
supreme pastors and teachers of the
Church of God ... promoted, defended,
and restored ecclesiastical celibacy in
successive eras of history, even when
they met opposition from the clergy
itself ...”.

These sentences are not throw-away
lines (could one imagine such in a
papal encyclical!). “There is no neces-
sary link between priesthood and
celibacy”, Pope Paul, a stout defender
of the law, repeated later in the
encyclical. He even pointed out that
limiting the obligation to Latin rite
clergy demonstrates this, for the rule
does not apply to Catholic priests of
the Armenian, Maronite, Melkite and
Romanian churches, which for cen-
turies have allowed married clergy —
as popes, councils and synods have
been careful to acknowledge and
respect in their many re-affirmations
of the law. Besides being “not neces-
sary” the discipline is thus a Roman,

ures the priest to Jesus Christ the head
and spouse of the Church. The Church
as the spouse of Jesus Christ,” he
declares, “wishes to be loved by the
priest in the total and exclusive manner
in which Jesus Christ her head and
spouse loved her.”

‘Lofty’ indeed! But although inspired,
the texts they are derived from have
their own shortcomings. As the late
Pontifical Biblical Commission
Scripture scholar Raymond Brown
pointed out, the Colossians/Ephesians
emphasis on the holiness of the Church
may lead members to mask its faults
and with the best of motives hide sins
of officials which should be exposed:
for while truth is suppressed, he wrote,
“Christians are not being taught to deal
maturely with the tension that sur-
rounds a spotless church filled with
sinners”. How too, Brown asks, is a
‘spotless bride’ to be reformed?

The popes’ argument — which in fact
proves no more than (to use their own
words) celibacy is ‘appropriate’ and
‘most fitting’ for priests — also
neglects to explain why configuration
with Christ, spouse of the Church,
stops a priest in London or Brussels
being married, but not one in
Bucharest; how this compelling ‘con-
figuration effect’ is to be reconciled
with the Second Vatican Council’s
and their own statements that priest-
hood does not require virginity; and
perhaps most serious of all, how this
‘not necessary’, discriminatory, man-
made, local law over-rules the divine,
natural law which the same Vatican
council calls ‘the inalienable human
right’ to marry.

Catholics may therefore still ask: does
not the finding of professionals that
mandatory celibacy is a factor in
priests sexually abusing children
demand that the Roman church re-
think this unnecessary law? So far as
Pope John Paul II was concerned we
already have the answer: No!
Addressing the Conference of Irish
Bishops on their ‘ad limina’ visit
(26.6.1999) he referred to ‘the terrible
scandal given by some of their brother
priests,’ and said he had been ‘com-
mending to the “God of all comfort” ’

not universal, church rule: i.e. discrim-
inatory. As for papal determination to
have the law, just two of the countless
20th century Vatican declarations on
the subject suffice to make the point in
an allocution dated December 16,
1920, Pope Benedict XV said, “We
solemnly testify that the Holy See will
never in any way mitigate, much less
abolish, this most sacred and salutary
law”; and in his 1992 Apostolic
Exhortation Pastores Dabo Vobis Pope
John Paul II wrote that nobody should
be in any doubt “regarding the
Church's firm will to maintain the law
that demands perpetual and freely cho-
sen celibacy for present and future
candidates for priestly ordination in
the Latin rite”. The crux of the matter
therefore, is that mainly popes have
insisted on having what they consider
a vital, albeit local, discriminatory, not
necessary law; and one may wonder,
did the First Vatican Council bishops
who approved the definition of papal
infallibility foresee it inevitably meant
that non-infallible papal declarations
might thereafter embarrass, or even
hobble the autonomy of, a successor?

Traditionally the case for the law was
based on Scripture and Tradition, but
the argument — though still used —
begins to show feet of clay, for the his-
tory is at best inconclusive. The
attempt to fashion a moral case from
Scripture inevitably founders on the
stubborn fact that Jesus himself did not
ask celibacy of the Apostles and the
Apostles did not require it of their suc-
cessors. Perhaps because of this, Popes
Paul VI and John Paul II base their
case for the law on what the former
calls the ‘loftier reasoning’ of the
Christian’s ‘new insight into life’, pre-
sciently warning that ‘endless difficul-
ties’ will present themselves to those
who cannot appreciate the argument.
The two popes argue from the doctrine
in the epistles to the Colossians and
the Ephesians that Christ’s loving sac-
rifice of himself on Calvary won for
his spotless bride, the Church, new,
heavenly life. The priest is ordained
into the image of the Calvary Christ,
so that the link between celibacy and
ordination — as Pope John Paul II puts
it in Pastores dabo vobis — “config-

MANDATORY CELIBACY: FERNS AND BEYOND
Brendan Farrow
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the victims of clerical sexual abuse.
He then added, “The difficulties
involved in preserving chastity are not
sufficient reason for overturning the
law of celibacy.” There is no record
that the Irish bishops argued.

An Advent reading has this: “There is
no freedom where there is compul-
sion, and where freedom is lacking,
so too is righteousness”. Mandatory
clerical celibacy is not alone respon-

tion. If modern popes insist on having
a law they admit is not necessary, and
which experts advise contributes to
criminal abuse of the young, the only
hope would seem to lie with an aware
people of God, led by men who,
regardless of what they had to say at
their episcopal ordination, cannot
accept that priests are to be/can be
made Christlike at the possible
expense of children.

sible for priests’ sexual abuse of chil-
dren; but with professionals unani-
mously advising that it is a contribut-
ing factor, it surely is not acceptable
that a claim to ‘loftier reasoning’ by
‘authority’ be allowed to demand its
retention. “The rulers of the Gentiles
lord it over them,” the Gospel says,
but “It shall not be so among you.”
The first pope was not an autocrat. He
was challenged and accepted correc-

SPIRITUALITY AND RELIGION: LEARNING A NEW DANCE
WITH PETER ROLLINS AND ELEY McAINSH

30 June 2007, 10.30 — 15.30
at the London Centre for

Spirituality, St Edmund the King,
Lombard St 

in the City of London.

Spirituality and Religion are seen by
many today as completely different,
even incompatible. It has become
commonplace to note that spirituali-
ty, with its emphasis on direct, indi-
vidual experience is on the rise,
while religion, with its perceived
concern with structures, doctrine and
dogma appears, for the most part, to
be in a state of terminal decline.
Two of our leading commentators on
spirituality, David Tacey and
Diarmuid O’Murchu, recognise that
there is an inherent need for ‘form’
in spirituality — for community, rit-
ual and a shared language of experi-
ence — yet are highly sceptical
about the ability of the church as we
know it to provide a meaningful
form for the new spiritual landscape.

But is it possible to identify those
aspects of religion — religion, not
church — which would help people
in their walk with God today? Is it
possible to choreograph a new
dance between religion, differently
understood and appreciated, and
spirituality, where many people
have found nourishment, hope, and
fellow travellers, but sense the need
for some kind of framework to help
them deal with the challenges that
spirituality must now confront?
Ken Wilber, in his latest book,
Integral Spirituality, argues that
there is a startling new role for
Religion in the Modern and
Postmodern world. 

Join Peter Rollins and Eley
McAinsh as they explore what that
startling new role might be.

Peter Rollins is the author of How
(Not) to Speak of God (SPCK
2006). While studying at Queen’s
University, Belfast, he founded

Ikon, a community that describes
itself as iconic, apocalyptic, hereti-
cal, emerging and failing. He now
facilitates the development of this
community while lecturing in philos-
ophy.

Eley McAinsh is the Director of the
Living Spirituality Network and also
the main producer of Something
Understood, BBC Radio 4’s weekly
spiritual anthology.

Cost £20, drinks provided but please
bring your own lunch. 

Please contact LSN on 01908
200675 or spirituality@ctbi.org.uk
for further details and a booking
form.

Win Kennedy (Administrator)

Living Spirituality Network 

The Well at Willen, Newport Road,
Willen, Milton Keynes MK15 9AA

Tel: 01908 200675

"Perhaps the greatest discovery the humanization of sex can bring is that the marital sex-
ual union is chiefly a means of dealing with the unconscious in each partner. In a joint
enterprise, their lifework is to bring to light the hidden conflicts and contradictions of
impaired human beings; to identify repressions, to help release one another from them,
to identify a new life of freedom."

John Foster, from his
An Awakening to Awareness of Our Humanity
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Earlier this year Elizabeth Price and I
communicated by email, following the
International Symposium at Ushaw
College. Elizabeth, after reading my
books, said she might put a review in
the Newsletter of the CCC. I told her
the only CCC I knew was the
Catechism of the Catholic Church. She
explained and suggested I might like
to go to their conference. I relayed this
to someone in Birmingham who was
reading my books. She warned me not
to go as I might meet ‘wolves in
sheep’s clothing!’ Thus I had misgiv-
ings, but the lady apologised for per-
haps over-reacting and I decided to go
because of the opportunity to voice my
concerns on pastoral care of people
with mental illnesses and their fami-
lies.

On arriving, I met Adrian who greeted
me warmly. I met Elizabeth — a joy,
and likewise her husband who valiant-
ly struggled to participate in all the
gatherings. Late afternoon, around 20
of us met in the conference room and
Sue, our facilitator, introduced herself.
She excelled throughout the confer-
ence at making everyone aware of the
importance of each individual’s contri-
bution. We began by choosing a pic-
ture from many scattered on the tables
and shared with our neighbour the rea-
son for our choice. Did we listen! I
hope so as introductions were made by
introducing our neighbour through
explaining the reason for their choice
of picture. After evening meal we
watched a video New Ways of being
Church, a report of an inter-continen-
tal symposium called to examine the
role of the laity in local communities.
Then a discussion that, at first, I found
rather negative. I think of a glass half
full rather than half empty! Eventually
I offered some experiences ‘up north’
to demonstrate a more positive per-
spective. Night prayer followed.
Margaret and I went to watch the news
in a comfortable lounge, as it was too
early for bed and no bar!!! I enjoyed
our meeting Margaret each evening,
thank you.

More participants arrived on Tuesday

attention to the many excellent leaflets
exploring different points of the
Church, produced and published by the
CCC. 2. Being an alternative voice to
that of the hierarchy by exercising
through our baptism of priesthood, the
priestly, prophetic and kingly priest-
hood of Jesus Christ. 3. Become mem-
bers. Subscriptions help finance the
publications. 

I left with a good feeling. I met kind,
compassionate people who care deeply
about the Church and are beavering
away to try and help development of
laity to bring about freedom of expres-
sion so that, as Christ said ‘they may
have life and have it to the full’
(Jn.10.10). I didn’t meet one wolf in
sheep’s clothing! Thank you CCC.

bringing numbers to around 30. After
morning prayer, Jack Dominian, well-
known Catholic layman, psychiatrist
and author of some 32 books, spoke
for an hour or so. I had met Jack before
and was saddened to see him in such
pain over the death of his beloved wife
more than a year ago plus that he now
has cancer. Jack gave us much food for
thought. I didn’t learn anything new
but listening to him helps me think
more deeply about points raised. This
helps my growth. He answered ques-
tions and obliged with another ques-
tion time after lunch. After tea break,
we had focused conversations in three
small groups with instructions from
Sue, that when contributing, we do not
begin with ‘the Church’ or ‘they’ but
‘I’. Our group of 5 men and 2 women
began by commenting on Jack’s con-
tribution and whether he had actually
answered questions but eventually we
became more personal. Incidentally, it
was commented in the large group that
numbers of men attending the confer-
ence outnumbered those of women,
quite unusual for the Catholic Church.
Back in the conference hall we partic-
ipated in a table liturgy. After the
evening meal, we had another video
The Church of the Future. Bishop
Kalilombe, an amazing man who
spoke with charisma and vision, gave
this keynote address at the
Northampton Diocesan Assembly in
1998. Discussion followed and finally,
evening prayer.

After morning prayer on Wednesday,
the 16 of us each spoke of our dream
of the future Church. We were invited
to draw our vision on the white board.
We spoke of small groups, respect, tol-
erance, freedom to be, listening, lan-
guage of love, prayer and the Holy
Spirit, and the need to create circum-
stances removing fear in which to
explore faith. A voice spoke of priests
as victims of system and training; and
another that bishops want to help but
have their hands tied. In all of this we
had humour. Finally what could the
CCC do? Three things, Simon suggest-
ed. 1. House meetings with like-mind-
ed people, being vocal, and bringing

HUMANISING THE CHURCH
REPORT ON THE CCC RESIDENTIAL CONFERENCE, 19-21 MARCH 2007

Edna Hunneysett

SHARE THE CHALLENGE

If you have a friend who might be
interested in learning more about
Catholics for a Changing Church,
please send us their name and
address. We will send them a free
copy of RENEW, together with our
list of inexpensive pamphlets, plus
information about our organisation.
Please return this slip to:

The Secretariat CCC
1 Carysfort House
14 West Halkin Street
London SW1X 8JS

or simply e-mail us at:
brydenbrook@talk21.com

Send to:

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

_____________________________

You may/may not mention my
name.

Signed:

_____________________________
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Under the general heading ‘BURNING
ISSUES’, the publications department of
CCC has been working hard over the last
couple of years, producing four booklets
in 2006 and a total of eight already this
year. Why ‘burning issues’? First in
memory of the times when Christians
who raised unwelcome issues and asked
forbidden questions were at risk of being
burnt alive by those fanatically certain
that they alone knew the truth. Perhaps
also because some of the views expressed
may not be strictly orthodox. Secondly
because we in CCC are determined today
to deal with hot topics which we believe
need to be aired in the Church. Our 2007
booklets focus on the papacy, changing
priesthood, women’s ministry, spirituality
for the third millennium, the environ-
ment, the spirit of Vatican II.

How important is the pope? CCC’s
booklet Popes for Life? was written by
a group of Dutch priests retired from
ministry who argue for a retirement
age for popes. Perhaps John Paul II
was too long in office. Cardinals can-
not vote in conclaves at 80, yet
Benedict XVI turned 80 on 16 April
2007 and has much greater responsi-
bilities than superannuated cardinals.
What sort of man is the present pope?

Recent verdicts on his papal style sug-
gest that he has so far disappointed
those who were hoping for more of the
rottweiler. In The Mind of Benedict XVI,
Joseph Fitzpatrick looks closely at the
record and shows what Benedict really
thinks. Is it time to abandon the nine-
teenth century monarchical view of the
papacy in the interests of ecumenism
and the Church at large? Joseph Seferta
is an Eastern rite Catholic and in his
Papal Authority and Catholic-Orthodox
Unity takes up the challenge of John
Paul II’s encyclical Ut Unum Sint and
considers the sort of papacy that would
be acceptable to the orthodox and
indeed to CCC members.

Are the ordained superior to the rest of
us? Ministry and priesthood are areas
which CCC has always been interested
in. Joseph Fitzpatrick and Simon
Bryden-Brook in Getting Priesthood
Right, focus on unpleasant realities
caused by our failure to live up to the
ideals of ministry taught by Vatican II.

What is the Christian attitude to global
warming? Edward Echlin is a noted
Catholic writer on ecology and spiritual-
ity. In his Changing Climate, Changing
Church he calls the Church to accept its
responsibilities, a timely reminder to us
in CCC that there are burning issues
besides ecclesiastical ones.

For many members of CCC, sometimes
accused of being stuck in the past, an
important question is still ‘What is the
true significance of Vatican II?’ Was it
just a flash in the pan that needs to be put
into perspective so that the Church can
return to business as usual? CCC is
pleased to have been allowed to re-print
Nicholas Lash’s What Happened at
Vatican II? This respected Catholic the-
ologian takes issue with Vatican attacks
on the Alberigo five volume History of
Vatican II, arguing that the Church has
failed to live up to the promises of the
sixties. John Challenor reviewed
Alberigo in RENEW 139 and 140 and
CCC members will be thrilled to find
support from such a respected quarter.
His brief essay is highly recommended.

So if you think that the burning issues in
the Church today include the fostering
of the devotion to the Divine Mercy, the
restoration of frequent confession, the
correct translation of ‘pro multis’, the
requirement that only priests wash up
after mass, the restoration of slavish and
blind obedience to the Holy Father or
studying the sexual practices of the cler-
gy — then CCC’s publications are not
for you. CCC is not always right but
through its publications it tries to deal
with the important issues. It is a question
of balance and commitment to truth and
justice — eternal burning issues.

Joe gives a splendidly clear and schol-
arly account of the two priesthoods,
baptismal and ministerial, and
explains their relationship while the
second essay mercilessly lists the evils
of clericalism and the damage they
cause to the Church.

What about women in the Church? Are
they really inferior to men and incapable
of responsibility and of exercising
authority? In his Women Leaders in the
Catholic Church? the scholarly John
Wijngaards shows how ludicrous the
arguments against women’s ordination
are and does so with deep Christian con-
viction as well as humour. Pat Pinsent in
Women and the Roman Catholic Church
gives a telling account of the wasted
potential and unrecognised achievement
of women. This failure by the Church to
accord women their full rights allies
Catholicism with fundamentalist
Muslims who accord women even less
status than the Church does and must be
one of the major reasons why its message
is rejected by young people today.

What message has Christianity for the
post-Christian secular age? Trying to pre-
sent our two thousand year old faith to
the modern world is not easy.
Missionary John Wijngaards argues in
God and our New Selves that our religion
needs to face up to the realities of mod-
ern thinking and he shows what this
means in practice. Tim Firth, former
seminary professor and Vicar General, in
God’s favourite colour is tartan — the
both/and way to reconciling religious dif-
ferences, argues for a greater tolerance
for religious difference and presents his
case carefully.  CCC members may not
all wish to go as far as Tim in acknowl-
edging the truth others proclaim, particu-
larly where it appears to contradict our
own insights, but his truly Christian
vision of tolerance and inclusivity is one
we surely share. Quite different is CCC
member Giles Hibbert’s booklet, A
Syllabub of Cherries — a III Millennium
CREDO. Writing as a theologian, friar
preacher and active Catholic priest, Giles
offers his understanding of central
Catholic dogma that will be acceptable to
those members of CCC who want to hold
on to tradition while facing up to the real-
ities of modern science and thought.

IS ANY OF IT REALLY IMPORTANT?
Simon Bryden-Brook
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Anyway I was very encouraged. I think
for these parishioners, especially who
have experienced so recently the real
problems caused by an absent parish
priest, there was a real willingness to
listen. The good thing of course is that
it seems that for many, or maybe most
of them, women priests is something
with which they agree!’

Angela Searles

(Angela Searles is 46 years old, lives in
Kent and is an Academic Lawyer. She
is particularly concerned with The
Proclamation of the Word and feels
that evangelising is an area that the
Church needs to promote more fully.
She is also campaigning for Women
Priests. Ed.)

NEIL MCCLEOD’S OBITUARY

I read the Obituary to Neil McCleod
(RENEW 141) with great interest,
mounting sadness and considerable fel-
low-feeling, and was particularly
touched by his statement that he was in
a permanent state of mortal sin. Two
interlinked themes have worried me all
my life, sex and mortal sin, subjects
which obviously disturbed Neil too.

Why do Catholics, particularly those of
an older generation, have such hang-
ups over sex, instead of seeing it as a
gift from God? I like to go back to the
gospels. Christ said: “If the light in you
is darkness, how terrible it will be.”
(Matt. 6:23). In other words, if your
first principles are wrong, all your con-
clusions will be wrong too. The institu-
tional Catholic Church, as it exists
today, is fundamentally unjust, because
it is ruled exclusively by an unrepre-
sentative group of elderly, celibate
men, who have, at best, only a theoret-
ical knowledge of sex and marriage.

Some while back, Peter Moloney in a
letter to The Tablet, stated that a suc-
cession of learned Jesuits taught with
him that all sexual sins are mortal.
Antonia White writes that the whole
subject (sex) was so muffled and
hedged around with horrors and pruri-
ence that one came to think that ‘impu-
rity’ was in a special class by itself ...
almost worse than the sin against the
Holy Ghost. This was certainly the
impression I received. Indeed I wasn’t
even allowed to think about sex or
what were ‘impure thoughts’, so how

SPEAKING OUT OF TURN?

I thought I would share with you my
experience at mass this morning. A dio-
cese pastoral letter from Archbishop
Kevin McDonald was read out in
which he went into, in particular, the
challenges raised by the shortage of
priests. Other issues were raised but
they all referred back to this main
theme; he said that this letter pre-empt-
ed a major period of consultation to
begin in the diocese in the spring.

The parish priest, who has recently
returned after a three-month absence
through illness, then spoke about how
the parish had itself dealt with the
absence of the parish priest both
recently and in the past. 

I had to say something; so I stood up,
went to the end of the pew, and
addressed the congregation myself. I
spoke for two or three minutes about
the Sundays without a priest situation
both in this country and in other parts
of the world, that we need our women
priests and emphasised that there was
an ongoing campaign for women
priests; I urged everyone to write to the
Archbishop supporting the campaign
as part of the consultation process. You
could have heard a pin drop! As I sat
down again a lady directly in front
turned around and said ‘ Well done’.
The priest, in the mean time, stood up,
said ‘thank you’ and spoke about the
common priesthood. He then added,
however, that women could not be
priests and said something about the
sacraments to which I replied that the
sacrifice of the mass was not a sexual
act!

At the sign of the peace, at least six
people shook my hand. People spoke to
me afterward and I was invited for cof-
fee. The priest was fine although he
made it clear he was not going to dis-
cuss the issue further! During the cof-
fee meeting people were very support-
ive, with one parishioner saying that he
supports women priests because of
work he has seen done by Anglican
women priests. There was some dis-
cussion with regard to whether or not I
should have actually spoken in the
church but, as one woman said ‘I
would not have heard it said other-
wise’. I said that I would be pleased to
speak at any other meeting that could
be arranged. 

was I, a painfully shy, nervous and
fearful young man ever going to form a
deep relationship with a girl, when the
least slip would precipitate me into the
depth of hell?

Can any RENEW reader tell me where
the pernicious doctrine of mortal sin
comes from? To my knowledge, there
is no mention of it in the bible. The fol-
lowing is a far from exhaustive list of
mortal sins that were taught to my gen-
eration: to miss Mass on Sundays and
Holydays of Obligation; to go to
Communion in mortal sin; to chew the
host; to tell a lie in Confession; to con-
ceal a mortal sin in Confession; to eat
meat on a Friday; to enter a Protestant
church and, as we have seen, all sexual
sins. I know an elderly priest, who was
told as a young man, he would be com-
mitting mortal sin if he said Mass with
only one candle alight on the altar. We
were taught this utter nonsense as
absolute truth. We were also taught that
if we died in mortal sin, we would go
to hell for all eternity. As well as being
shy, nervous and fearful, I was very
logical, and therefore reasoned that if I
avoided all mortal sin, I would be
saved. My whole life was directed
towards this end, with the result that I
suffered from severe scruples from
which I have never fully recovered. St
Therese of Lisieux also suffered from
scruples and called it martyrdom.

Although I am not a homosexual, I
would like to say something about
Neil’s homosexuality. I will resort to
scripture again. Christ proclaimed that
we must love God and love our neigh-
bour as ourselves ... these two com-
mandments contain all the law. It is not
sufficiently stressed that we have a
duty to love ourselves. I wonder how
people like Neil can fulfil that duty
when they are in constant denial of
their sexuality. I have written else-
where*: “As we are all sons of God,
the homosexual must derive his per-
sonality from him (surely  it is too evil
to suggest that it comes from the
devil!). How then is he to fulfil his
God-given personality? In the
Eucharist, Christ gives spiritual suste-
nance, but more importantly, he gives
us himself. The archetypal man enters
the body of the recipient whatever his
sexual orientation. Could this be the
key to understanding same sex rela-
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tionships?”

Provided both partners agree, where is
the sin?

*What Good News — Perfect Fear
Casts Out Love”

With best wishes.

John M. Davis

P.S. Do you send a copy of RENEW to
the hierarchy? And if you know the
answer to my question: Where does
the doctrine of mortal sin come from?
I’d be very grateful. I’ve been trying to
find out for years.

PROBLEMS WITH RENEW

Dear Frank,

In spite of my inability to type well
easily, I would like to make some com-
ments on CCC and RENEW. I went to
my collection of RENEW (129-141)
before writing this. I just lost heart
very quickly. I was overwhelmed by
the amount of material which does not
resonate at all in me. Of course, I am
aware that the simplest way to do with
the unease is to sever my links with
CCC. However, inasmuch as CCC
presents itself as a (Roman?) Catholic
group, what it does is of legitimate
concern for me. Should I refrain from
challenging it about what I feel, for the
time being, are fairly substantial errors
of judgement at best? Well, not yet, I
have decided ....

Lack of depth is probably the cause for
the failings which annoy me most,
because they are akin to lack of intel-
lectual honesty in my mind, and, then,
invalidate much of the positions held
by the writers.

Many of the cherished issues are
somehow related to sexual behaviour.
Until informed otherwise, my under-
standing is that one can only experi-
ence physical sexual pleasure, with a
clear RC conscience, within inter-
course between spouses who do not
use artificial means to control fertility
or transmission of diseases. The
Church recommends a particular way
to handle sexual desires and behav-
iours between birth and death, which it
calls chastity. Simple arithmetic will
soon show that the majority of us are
in serious trouble! I feel that it is at this
level that efforts have to be made
before any of us have valid opinions
about others' opinions, let alone mili-
tate to influence them; it is a mammoth
task; however, knowledge from a myr-
iad of sources in today's world (includ-

The Magisterium and the Papacy

I would like CCC to be more relaxed
about the place the Vatican et al should
play in our day to day life.The institu-
tional Church has its limitations when
it comes to inspire new ways of living,
but it offers, also, much support at
times. I regret to see attempts to coerce
the Pope and his Bishops into taking
stands which go against their own con-
sciences, however badly informed they
might be. The Church teaches that to
follow one's own conscience is para-
mount. So, there is a solution available
to all of us. Holy independence of
mind can go hand in hand with loving
and loyal respect for those who have to
make difficult decisions. Too often,
your attacks seem to me to be bitter,
narrow minded and unfair.

With kind regards

Janine Gavaghan

The Editor Replies

Dear Janine,

Many thanks for your letter and for
taking the time to express your con-
cerns. You obviously are ill at ease at
what you are receiving from us. Your
comments are general so I shall reply
in a general way. I think it is worth-
while to think and reflect on what we
are about as Catholics for a Changing
Church. 

The German theologian Johann Baptist
Metz said of his teacher Karl Rahner,
"He has this church in his guts, and
feels its failures like indigestion."
Rahner, who died in 1984, greatly
loved the Church even though he had
been hurt many times by it. Rahner felt
the coming of "a wintry season", a
return to what he called the "Pian"
approach (after the Popes named Pius),
a return to authoritarianism and neo-
scholasticism.

Like Rahner, we have the church in our
guts. This makes us a dyspeptic lot, a
remnant of Catholic women and men
who keep the dream of a post-Vatican
II church, responsive to God's signs of
the times, alive. That dyspepsia can
make us at times a bit strident, a bit
impatient and even sometimes
prophetic in our denunciations. 

We should not despair of groups like
ourselves. St Teresa of Avila, and more
recently Sr Wendy Becket, have said
that all change in the Church comes
from the margins. Our challenge is to
hope against hope, to announce the

ing, of course, theological, spiritual
and mystical traditions) is available
and should be used widely and imme-
diately to move into a direction which
will help the faithful, instead of dis-
couraging them constantly. Pastoral
care is needed more urgently, perhaps,
than new encyclicals! To moan about
the fact that the clergy is male and celi-
bate is useless; the roots of the prob-
lem are not there. When I consider the
respective roles of men and women in
society, I would like to have more
updated information on why "male and
female He created them”. Is the patri-
archal system intrinsically evil? Is
there a danger to replace one set of
failures by another? Before I leave the
sex/gender topics, may I, please, make
a plea for the correct uses of the
words" chastity" (to which all of us are
called — see above) and "celibacy"
which is only the civil description of
he/she who has not married?

Lack of clarity is often caused by lack
of clear thinking as illustrated above.
Much common ground is assumed
when it should not be, and the setting
of the parameters within which one is
working is missing. This might be
because the writer is not working as an
academic. However, to be able to per-
suade, it is necessary to build one's
position on solid ground. Furthermore,
I often find the use of language of too
many articles to be "over indulgent" to
the point of drowning simple enough
meanings. On my copy of Issue No
133 I noticed my note, pencilled on the
cover at the time: " more style than
substance".

Lack of awareness
of the big picture

Rome is trying to lead the way accord-
ing to a 2000/6000 year-old tradition
and on a global scale. I receive reports
from two friends, priests, in Peru and
in Nigeria. I know personally the
French, English (Lancashire hue) and
Irish contexts. I read material ranging
in spirit from the devotions inspired by
the private revelations in today's
Catholic Church, to the sort of stuff
RENEW publishes. I try, unsuccessful-
ly, to deal with the tensions created by
such calls of faith, lived and passed on,
at somewhat opposite poles of attrac-
tion. To my deepest regret, CCC does
not help me in my search to find where
I wish to stand. As I consider its read-
ership to be one of well-above average
intellectually, I think I am justified in
being unhappy.
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LET’S PARTY! DEMYTHOLO-
GISING THE MASS.

John Henson, Other Communions of
Jesus, O Books, Winchester, 2006,
£11.99

Miriam Therese Winter, eucharist
with a small “e”, Orbis Books, New
York, 2005, £7.66

It was intriguing to learn that during
Lent 2007 the papal court used a form
of the traditional Stations of the Cross
that cut out the unscriptural incident
of Veronica and her veil (vera icon =
true image). How far should we go to
get rid of the centuries-old accretion
of pious stories that will not pass the
sceptical analysis of our incredulous

if better-informed age? We do not
believe that God made the world in
six days, but we do accept the myth as
encapsulating the truth that all cre-
ation is a reflection of the Source of
all Being, a gift of which we are part,
something to be grateful for and
something to cherish. Myths have
their place after all.

BOOK REVIEWS

victory of our hope, and to live in
fidelity to the dream that has evoked in
us so much energy and patience.

Are we Catholic? Yes! But we live in
tension with a leadership that is afraid.
Bernard Lonergan said long ago that
the Church began to lose touch with the
world to which it was sent around the
year 1680. Vatican II tried to renew
contact but the church had difficulty
communicating--not to marvel at as
400 years of living with the drawbridge
up might inhibit effective communica-
tion. It seems that the leadership has
despaired of the Mission to the world
entrusted to it and wants to return to the
fortress, insist on uniformity as the key
to identity and a return to Latin as the
code language of a neo-Christendom.

I take your point about some lack of
depth in our writing. Renew is after all
a newsletter, not a theological journal.
We attempt writing in more  depth
about our concerns in our pamphlets.
And about sexuality, well that is an

area fraught with timidity. As a church
we are unaccustomed to talk about
human sexuality in an adult way.  That
is due to a millennial sexism only now
being questioned and to a patriarchal
model of culture and governance
which spurns the wealth of experience
and humanity which feminine input
would bring.

We are not disloyal to the Church, yet
we remember that our first loyalty is to
the Gospel of Jesus Christ. The Jesus
of the Gospel was not homophobic,
invited women into his company of
disciples as equals, engaged in dia-
logue with all and sundry and did not
want to found a new religion, rather
that all would have life in abundance
and live in joy at being one with him.
Our eye is on the Reign of Peace,
Justice and Wholiness which Jesus
announced. The church originated to
proclaim that wonderful dream, but it
seems that it is now more interested in
its churchiness, in its institutions. 

We are not in despair. Yes there is a bit
of stubbornness and dogged tenacity.
Most importantly, we are not afraid.
Joseph Ratzinger was frightened of the
students he met during the events of
1968, the year of the Spring that
occurred in various parts of Europe and
Latin America.  As a professor he was
already in his winter and that will mark
his papacy. 

Like yourself I too hope for a new heart
and a new spirit. When I was in Peru
we used to sing out of our people's
poverty, "Lord, give us hearts strong
for the struggle, and big for loving."
Our Church, the People of God and its
leaders, need that.

With every best wish

Frank Regan

The Editor, Frank Regan, has written an answer to the
concerns of Janine Gavaghan — her letter is on page
10 under the subheading ‘Problems with RENEW’ and
Frank’s response follows immediately after it.

Frank has very clearly stated that ‘the leadership (of
the Church) has despaired of the Mission to the world
entrusted to it and wants to return to the fortress, insist
on uniformity as the key to identity and a return to
Latin as the code language of a neo-Christendom’.

I completely agree with Frank Regan on this and
have been saying so for some time. Only recently
has it occurred to me that the name of our organisa-
tion Catholics for a Changing Church may give the
impression that we support this return to the fortress
Church. After all, a return to the past is as much a
‘change’ as an advance into the future in the name of

the mission of Jesus.

When our new name was adopted in 15th May
1993, it was still assumed that the ‘changing
church’ referred to the changes made in ‘the spirit
of Vatican II’. So how worried should we all be
that our name may now be construed as supporting
the changes which are occurring currently under
Benedict 16th and those changes he is planning for
in the near future, such as a liturgy which is ‘faith-
ful to the original Latin’. (How many people do
you know who think like ancient Romans?)

Comments on this little thought would be much appre-
ciated for possible inclusion in the next issue of
RENEW, subject to the Editor’s agreement.

Frank J. Pycroft, Chair

A LITTLE THOUGHT FROM THE CHAIR
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Dare we do the same to the Mass?
Traditionally in recent times
Catholics saw the Eucharist as pri-
marily a sacrifice, a reminder and also
a re-enactment of the consummation
of Jesus’ humanity in a death which
his followers recognised as a divine
act of redemption. We were taught
that Jesus himself instituted this
memorial celebration the day before
his death and did so, what is more in
the context of the Jewish tradition of
the Passover meal which the
Eucharist was to replace. The theolo-
gy of sacrament was developed later,
with its understanding of the sacra-
mental presence of Jesus in the bread
and wine. This theology has been fur-
ther developed by theologians in our
own day to the extent that the
Christian community is seen as the
sacrament of Jesus’ presence in the
world — which is in essence the way
the real presence was understood in
the Apostolic Age.

If we reject some of the detail of the
myth of the institution of the Eucharist,
nevertheless our own experience of it
over the years does not allow us to
reject the truths which such traditional
formulations seek to express. But is
there more that we are missing?
Professor Miriam Therese Winter, a
Medical Mission Sister trained in litur-
gy and John Henson, a Baptist minister
whose great contribution to the ecu-
menical movement ONE for Christian
Renewal has been his wonderful trans-
lation of the New Testament Good As
New (reviewed in RENEW 136), both
suggest that there are deeper riches to
be unearthed about the Eucharist.

With a number of scholars they both
resolve the mutually contradictory
accounts of the Passion by following the
chronology of the Fourth Gospel.  Jesus
was not crucified on a Friday Passover
after celebrating the Passover meal with
his followers. The Passover, as the
Fourth Gospel insists, fell that year on a
Saturday.  Jesus was dying at the same
time as thousands of lambs and kids
were being sacrificed in the Temple for
the domestic Passover celebrations due
to start after sunset that evening. The
last meal that Jesus shared with his
friends was not a Passover meal at all
therefore and that is why the Fourth
Gospel does not mention the institution
of the Eucharist as taking place there; in
its place we have the washing of the
feet, the presentation of the servant
leader model for the apostles.

The Eucharist, Winter and Henson
believe, grew out of Jesus’ table fel-
lowship, his partying that so scan-
dalised the Pharisees. Modern schol-
ars go so far as to say that the prayers
used in the Jewish table blessings at
that time were those known as the
Birkhat-ha-Mazon, adopted into the
1969 revised Roman missal at the
preparation of the gifts:  ‘Blessed are
you Lord God of all creation — we
have this bread, this wine etc’ It may
be that the way Jesus said these
prayers was so distinctive that he
could be recognised by people who
for some reason did not know him for
who he was — as at the supper at
Emmaus, where he was only recog-
nised in the breaking of bread, and the
way he said these Jewish prayers. It
may be that the last time he did this
table blessing with his disciples, on
Maundy Thursday, he added the
words ‘This is my body’ and ‘This is
my blood’. Perhaps. The important
thing is that the Church developed
this great insight and of course, if the
Fourth gospel does not have the insti-
tution of the Eucharist on the
Thursday of his betrayal, in chapter
six it has lengthy teaching about the
Body and Blood of Jesus. It is not true
to say that there is no Eucharist in the
Fourth Gospel — it is most certainly
there, and not only in the 6th chapter.

What these two writers from quite dif-
ferent traditions do is draw our atten-
tion to the many occasions in which
Jesus shared food and drink with peo-
ple, how he did it and what it meant to
those who took part and to those who
recorded these events.  They examine
the marriage feast at Cana, the drink of
water shared with the Samaritan
woman at the well, the feeding of the
5,000, the supper at Emmaus and many
more ‘other communions of Jesus’
(Henson) or ‘eucharists with a small e’
(Winter).  An earlier version of John
Henson’s book was used in the prepa-
ration of CCC’s own collection of
Table Liturgies (Take, Bless, Break,
Share, SCM-Canterbury Press 1998,
now out of print but still available from
the CCC Secretariat at £9.99 inc.
postage).  This latest version of his
book offers an appendix of seven table
liturgies based on scriptural models
that fall short of being Eucharists in a
strict Roman Catholic sense.  A version
of his ‘Communion at Cana in Galilee’
appears in the CCC collection.

Dr Winter, despite being a Catholic and

thus benefiting from our rich
Eucharistic theology, nevertheless
comes to the same conclusions as the
evangelist John Henson. The Eucharist
has its origins in Jesus’ radical open
table fellowship. The Church is right to
see it as the very centre of Christian
celebration and a way for Christians to
become full sharers in Jesus redemp-
tive work but Jesus would be appalled
at our unwillingness to share the
Eucharist with all-comers, unbelievers,
sinners, the unworthy.  We have
betrayed the demonstrable generosity
of God who gave and gives himself for
all without distinction and these two
admirable books, with their many
insights, challenge us as Christians to
‘do this in memory of me’. Both are
highly recommended and are the best
sort of ‘spiritual reading’ — if there is
such a thing.

Simon Bryden-Brook

Abishiktananda (Dom Henri Le
Saux), Saccidananda — a Christian
Approach to Advatic Experience,
ISPCK, Delhi, 1998

Dom John Main, Word into Silence,
SCM-Canterbury Press, Norwich,
2006

Dom John Main, Door to Silence,
SCM-Canterbury Press, Norwich,
2006

These three books are a compelling
sequence for Christian Meditation as
re-discovered and taught by John Main
OSB, completely founded on the teach-
ing of the Desert Fathers and John
Cassian in the early Church. Both Word
Into Silence and Door To Silence have
been faithfully edited by Laurence
Freeman OSB, Spiritual
Director/Leader of the World
Community for Christian Meditation.
As we know and believe, on the spiri-
tual journey God moves and works in a
mysterious way. Like John Main,
Abishiktananda was a Benedictine
monk and like Dom Bede Griffiths, he
lived in India and sought to learn from
that country’s ancient tradition of
prayer. Along with another French
Benedictine he founded the Santivanan
Ashram for the purpose of furthering
meditation based on Christian and
Hindu traditions, which Dom Bede
Griffiths was later to lead up to his
death.

The fact that John Main was led to med-
itation in the first place when in the
Colonial Service in Malaya through
meeting a Swami who taught him to
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meditate in the Eastern tradition, it is
especially pertinent to have access to
Abishiktananda’s Saccidananda when
starting to follow John Main’s teaching
of Christian meditation.  Whilst it is not
essential as an introduction to the
Christian tradition of meditating,
nonetheless it is an invaluable source of
exploring the roots of universal silent
prayer from the beginning of time. 

To start the Christian meditation pil-
grimage I strongly recommend Word
Into Silence for your daily practice.
For those leading weekly groups, and
introductory sessions in particular, it
is again invaluable. Starting with the
Introduction and progressing right
through the book, a helpful approach
would be to begin your daily medita-
tions — if you can allocate the time
— by reading a single section e.g.
Introduction; Being Restored to
Ourselves; Learning to be Silent; The
Power of the Mantra etc.  Equally,
this approach would be invaluable to
weekly groups. Door Into Silence is
complimentary reading to move on to
in a similar way.  In fact it will be a
useful and supporting referral at later
times both for solo and group medi-
tations.

What John Main’s teaching reveals as
we faithfully tread the pilgrimage, is
that Christian meditation is certainly
not in conflict with the prayer tradi-
tions in which we have been reared,
but rather enriches them and to this the
French Benedictine monk
Abishiktananda (1910-1973) testifies.
Yes it does simplify our prayer life by
helping to remove the trivia and gener-
al baggage we carry in our prayers. It
certainly makes us examine how much
we have bombarded God with egocen-
tric and often trivial demands. Both
these books will start you on the jour-
ney whether beginning from a
Christian background or not.  John
Main’s approach is all encompassing
and catholic. And by reading
Abishiktananda's Saccidananda one
can understand why God led him back
to Christian meditation by an Eastern
tradition.

David Rees

(David Rees is a meditator, who leads
groups for the World Community for
Christian Meditation both in his own
Wapping parish and at the Westminster
weekly groups within the Cathedral at
St. Paul’s Bookshop. Ed.)

Eva Heyman, The Deeper Centre;
DLT, 2006, £9.95

The wisdom of the race tells us that
before one dies one should produce a
son (sic), plant a tree and write a book.
Sister Eva Heyman will not be doing
all of those things but at the age of
eighty she has written a book. 

Eva and her family survived Hitler’s
Germany by escaping to this country
and finding refuge with various
Christian families in Oxford. She
found the experience alienating and
depressing. Despite having lived her
first 20 years without any form of reli-
gion, she began to pray spontaneously:
“If there is a God, show me.”

It was through a Catholic friend that
she entered the Church. Then, at the
age of 30, she entered the Society of
the Holy Child Jesus. She worked
mainly as a teacher and later as a psy-
chiatric social worker. From there she
moved on to the Terrence Higgins
Trust, the first hiv/aids agency in
Britain. Today she still gives retreats
and spiritual direction.

Her book is a very simple reflection on
her life journey. What is remarkable per-
haps is how she looks to trees to help her
understand what goes on for her as she
passes from one stage to the next. (I con-
fess that a city-weed like myself did not
always see the connection.) Very help-
ful, though, were the quotations from
Herman Hesse — an old culture hero of
mine — which began each chapter. Take
this for example: “A tree says: I live out
the secret of my seed to the very end. I
trust that God is in me. Out of this trust I
live.”

This book is for the quiet times when
we want, in the autumn of our lives, to
know we are not alone (to echo
C.S.Lewis). One chapter flows into and
merges with the next. She has a lovely
chapter called “Healing Brokenness”.
Hesse leads it off: “When a tree is cut
down and reveals its naked death
wound to the sun, one can read its
whole history in the luminous
inscribed disc of its trunk.” In the
course of the chapter she quotes Albert
Schweitzer: “Most of us do not know
that we carry our own doctor around
inside of us. We are at our best when
we give the doctor who resides in each
of us the chance to go to work.” 

Sister Eva has written a very affecting
book, one which invites us to “be still
and know….”

Frank Regan

Michael Hornsby-Smith An
Introduction to Catholic Social
Thought, CUP, 2006, £45 H/B, £17.99
P/B

Justice & Peace groups often find
themselves struggling to get off the
ground and can remain rather ineffec-
tive in raising awareness and bringing
about change. Sometimes it's a matter
of being unable to focus on specific
issues, sometimes it's lack of group
skills in the midst of strong minded
people, but mostly it's limited aware-
ness of the wealth of material already
available in the tradition of Catholic
Social Thought. The fact is we've never
had a coherent work that lays out in an
accessible way Gospel inspiration, offi-
cial teaching and social analysis in a
full range of contemporary issues,
together with parallel secular thought
and finally action responses. Michael
Hornsby-Smith has done us a great ser-
vice in producing such an overview,
with the sort of thoroughness one might
expect from the author of Roman
Catholic Beliefs in England.

After a brief account of the injustices
that challenge us in the social reality of
our contemporary world, the book pre-
sents tools for the social analysis of the
causes. The processes of globalisation
and the dominant ideology of liberal
capitalism need to be understood if
their structures are to be regulated and
the arbitrary exercise of power and
increasing inequality prevented.

The second section of the book reviews
the theological resources in order that
Christians can make an action
response. The chapter on The Kingdom
of God draws extensively on
Fuellenbach’s work, reflecting on
Jesus' proclamation of the kingdom and
its meaning for Christians today. Next
it is useful to hear about the contribu-
tion of political theologians and of sec-
ular writers; but particularly valuable is
the reflection on citizenship charac-
terised by participation, freedom,
equality and solidarity, once seen as
revolutionary but now recognised as
based on kingdom values. The final
chapter of this section outlines Catholic
social thought, its key documents, con-
cepts and development.

The most substantial part of the book is
the consideration of six main areas in
which Catholic social thought makes a
valuable contribution: human rights,
the family & bioethical issues, econom-
ic life, social exclusion, authentic
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development, and war & peace. This is
where justice and peace activists will
find so much that is helpful, bringing
together as it does an understanding of
the issue in some detail, together with
the developments in the Church's
analysis and thinking over the years.

It is perhaps surprising to find the fam-
ily as one of the main areas, simply
because it is usually kept separate
from social teaching. But Hornsby-
Smith is surely right: the family cannot
be left out of the basic structure of
society to which the principles of jus-
tice are to apply. Another surprise is
that environment is not one of these
main areas, but only a subsection of
that on authentic development. Again
the author is consistent: the environ-
ment has not had such a major place in
Catholic social thought till very
recently. Hence Sean McDonagh's
strongly expressed criticisms.

Finally the book deals with the last
stage of the pastoral cycle: social
action responses to the injustices that
have been analysed and viewed in the
light of theological reflection. Here we
find some perceptive comments on the
significance of Catholic NGOs and the
effectiveness of a justice and peace
network.

I would strongly recommend it to
NJPN (National Justice and Peace
Network) Newsletter readers. Maybe
£17.99 for the paperback version
seems expensive but it is a volume of
some 400 pages and groups might con-
sider sharing the cost.

Brian Davies

(Our thanks to the National Justice
and Peace Network for permission to
reprint this review. Ed.)

James Alison, Undergoing God, dis-
patches from the scene of a break in,
DLT, 2006, £12 95

The break in of the subtitle is the irrup-
tion into our world of God's saving
mercy manifested in the death of
Jesus. James Alison understands this
as God's initiative, in which Jesus
freely offers himself as our uncondi-
tional pardon, not that we offer a spot-
less victim to appease a just God. This
encounter with our gentle, forgiving
victim is a heartbreaking experience
we have to undergo; which our pride
makes difficult.

The writer gives a vivid account of the
first temple rite in which the high

Because the Church does not
acknowledge that homosexual orien-
tation is part of the natural order,
gays' and lesbians' desires must be
'disordered" (Interestingly, Alison
characterises the whole of Christian
endeavour as 'a lifelong therapy of
distorted desire'). He claims that
homosexual orientation just is; nei-
ther good nor bad in itself but having
the potential for human flourishing.
Because of its obsession with procre-
ation, the teaching on artificial con-
traception in I Humanae Vitae was
necessary, otherwise how could
Rome condemn non procreative
homosexual unions? The writer
describes the harm denial wreaks in
individuals who cannot accept that
they are gay, and the damage caused
to the institution by the ambivalent
policy of 'don't ask, don't tell', above
all to bishops, whom he describes as
'thoroughly decent, moderate and
warm hearted'. Yet Alison neither
feels impelled to leave a church
which has penalised him for his gay-
ness, nor, in an astonishingly serene
and eirenic mindset, does he want to
eject those who persecute him and his
kind. He is confident that the CDF
will come to see, like Don Quijote,
that it has been attacking imaginary
enemies, and in a most playful image
he sees Fantasia's hippo in a pink tutu
(the gays), surrounded by fierce croc-
odiles (the hierarchy), who winks at
the audience as if to say that it will be
alright in the end! He does not con-
sider it the Pope's function to lead the
way, but rather, like a ship's captain,
not to leave until every last opponent
of the change has been reconciled.
Commenting on the recent Vatican
document declaring that homosexuals
should neither teach in, nor be admit-
ted to seminaries, he perceives signs
of Rome moving towards a softer atti-
tude, and he encourages gay
Catholics to be honest but not to use
honesty as a weapon to bludgeon
their opponents who should not be
humiliated by being made to lose
face. The example of Jesus in the
place of shame could be an encour-
agement for them to bear their exile
with patience.

In his gentle playfulness, his generosi-
ty in desiring that no one should be
excluded, James Alison faithfully rep-
resents the God who invites everyone,
absolutely everyone, to the party.

Josephine Way

priest, after sacrificing the chosen ani-
mal, dons a seamless white robe and
emerges from the inner sanctuary as an
angelic emanation of the forgiving
God. He quotes two interesting paral-
lels, Jesus' seamless robe at Calvary,
and the two angels at the empty tomb,
who replace those guarding the Mercy
Seat, for now the Holy of Holies is
open to all.

This is a dense book, but shot through
with intriguing illustrations; in one the
writer compares the consecrated bread
and wine to the three dimensional fig-
ure we come to perceive in magic eye
designs, which at first seem to be noth-
ing but a pattern of lines, but it is really
there all the time. In another we are not
simply clay being shaped by God but
we participate in creation as cells of the
skin on the divine Potter's thumbs.

James Alison seeks to differentiate
true religion from false; he uses the
Nuremberg rallies as an example of
the latter, where the crowd, roused by
music and movement, is whipped up
by a recital of past wrongs to a sense of
Bruderschafi over against their ene-
mies the Jews, culminating in the dra-
matic arrival of the Leader, who
promises a glorious future..
Resplendent liturgical ceremonies are
an example of false religion if they
bring only the comfortable sense of
belonging to an exclusive community
of the virtuous, over against the rest.
He goes so far as to claim that the mass
is supposed to be boring rather than
arousing; it is for our benefit, not
God's, a stage on the journey towards
the perfecting of our relationships with
each other. We worship truly when we
manifest God's love to others. Alison
quotes as an example the action of a
Muslim farmer at the height of the
Bosnian conflict; he braved snipers for
over a year to bring milk from his cow
to a starving Serb baby.

The second part of the book (chapters
8 15) treats in depth the subject of the
Church and homosexuality. Alison
gives a detailed exegesis of the sup-
posed condemnation in Romans 1 2,
showing that it could refer to the cul-
tic practices described in contempo-
rary writings, in which women sport-
ed phalluses and castrated men
donned women's clothes. Then, by
removing the non Pauline chapter
division, he shows that the Apostle is
leading up to an injunction to the
Christians to think on their own
faults not on those of the pagans.
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AGM
with a difference!

On Saturday 6 October 2007 all
CCC members and their friends who
can manage it are invited to a cele-
bratory lunch in central London. We
have booked St Anne’s Church in
Soho, 55 Dean Street, W1D 6AF
from 12.30 pm. We aim to start with
drinks followed by a shared lunch
and brief table liturgy at 1 pm. Then
at 2 pm we shall have a brief AGM,
which normally takes less than half
an hour but gives members an
opportunity to question the execu-
tive — and elect the next one. Dean
Street is along Shaftesbury Avenue
north of China Town, almost at
Cambridge Circus and Charing
Cross Road.

There will be no charge for this
event and we hope as many mem-
bers as possible will get along for
what promises to be a jolly social
occasion. Put it in your diary now —
no need to book in advance. A for-
mal notice calling the AGM will
appear in the September issue of
RENEW.

Note: drinks will be provided by
CCC — but each person coming
along is invited to bring food to
share.
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EDITORIAL

A New Christendom? Forward to the Past

We have seen in the course of the past year the disappointment of the
Holy See regarding the omission of any reference to the Christian ori-
gins of Europe in the new European Constitution. It expressed the same
disillusionment with the Berlin Declaration which celebrated the 50th
anniversary of the EU. Pope Benedict’s mood was sombre. He spoke of
Europe’s low birth-rates, especially in strongly Catholic countries.
Europe could be heading for extinction, taking leave of history, losing
faith in its own future. 

Some grass-roots Catholic organisations saw other challenges.
Gathered under the umbrella of the European Network of Church on the
Move, CCC and others pointed to the challenge of a Europe which faces
an unknown future. Europe, they said, should revise its relationships
with countries of the South and affirm its independence of the United
States. It should pursue a policy of peace and mediation in the world.
Arms reduction and prohibition of arms sales should be promoted
among member states. And the Catholic Church should relinquish its
privileged position within the polities of nations where its status con-
tradicts the spirit of Gaudium et Spes—a document not well liked by the
present Pontiff. 

One of the reasons that Europe is now referred to as a post-Christian
culture is the parlous state of institutional Christianity. Nietzsche — that
deranged, lonely prophet without a god — denounced the West for the
killing of God, and if God was not dead by then He certainly died in the
trenches of France in a war fought invoking God’s name. Almost a cen-
tury has passed since then, a century marked by genocidal death of
holocaust proportions inflicted by nations calling themselves Christian.
The churches could do hardly more than look on in sorrow and regret.
Is it any wonder that when Europe looks back after fifty years it does
not have a sense of its Christian roots?

Meanwhile, within our own Catholic church, centuries-old tensions
have surfaced which threaten the very fabric of the institution. Our
Church is in a crisis of dysfunctionality, despair and lack of leadership.
This crisis relates to the institutional corruption brought on by clerical
patriarchy, male sexism, homophobia and paedophilia. The Body of
Christ suffers these maladies, and is in need of healing. Our institution-
al Church cannot claim to be part of Europe’s future until she heals the
canker in her own corporate body. She is indeed the stainless Bride of
Christ, yet badly mauled and raped by her own ministers. 

Europe today stands on the triple foundational pillars of French repub-
licanism, German social democracy and Catholic social teaching. Our
church needs to take on board that historical reality. But she must first
clean house, exorcise her devils and beg pardon for the crimes commit-
ted, the lives ruined and the souls destroyed. Then she will stand once
again as the Bride of Christ, wounded in her humanity, her garments
washed in the blood of the Lamb. 

Frank Regan


